De-risk and Automate Migration from Informatica to Oracle Data Integrator
About Oracle Data Integrator (ODI)
Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) uses an innovative ELT (extract, load and transform) approach to transform data loading processes. ODI
leverages Oracle Database (DB) to load and process incoming data instead of using a separate ETL server as required by Informatica Power
Center. ODI’s innovative approach guarantees the highest level of performance for data transformation and validation processes while
helping you save on costs.

Faster data processing with ELT architecture leveraging the power of Oracle DB

Low TCO and hardware requirements

Higher processing efficiency for large volume of data with complex transformation needs

New versions of business intellgience (BI) applications support ODI as the ETL tool

End-to-end support from a single product vendor for organizations moving to Oracle apps

Fig. 1 Key drivers to migrate to ODI

Infosys Informatica to ODI (I2O) Conversion Solution

Key benefits

Infosys I2O Conversion Solution is a custom-built utility for enterprises looking to migrate
from Informatica to Oracle Data Integrator (ODI). Built on the application-independent
architecture of Java, the solution reduces human intervention during migration, thereby
shortening development time and minimizing human errors. Designed with a userfriendly interface on top of the conversion process, the solution conceals the intricacies of
the conversion while the automated code conversion helps organizations deploy the ETL
code rapidly. This solution delivers a seamless and de-risked ETL migration, reduces design
and development effort and saves significant costs.

Infosys I2O helps enterprises by
enabling:
• Automated ODI object creation that
reduces effort for design and build
• Low TCO driven by automation
• Greater productivity
• Consistent and high quality code by
minimizing human error
• Shorter migration and faster deployment
cycles
• Platform independent migration that
can be compiled anywhere
• Complete metadata lineage
• De-risked implementation
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Fig 2: I2O Solution architecture

I2O capabilities
As a pre-requisite, Informatica XML must be extracted from Informatica Power Center Server. The I2O solution allows enterprises to automate
processes such as:
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• Importing specified knowledge modules

• Creating Oracle DB, file-based models
and data stores

• Creating ODI interface and packages for
Informatica transformations related to
joiner, expression, source qualifier, input,
output, etc.

100%

• Creating ODI projects and folders

• Creating context, physical and logical
topologies for source and targets

Fig 3: How I2O automates migration to ODI platform
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